CLE Dress Code
2019-2020
Crystal Lake Elementary students are expected to dress for success and safety every single day. CLE team
members will work with parents when/if there is a dress code infraction. This may be in the form of a
dress code form or a phone call. Thank you in advance for your support of our school community.
Shirts:


*Collared button up and collared polo (buttoned shirts, must be buttoned)
*Collared at CLE is defined as the additional fabric that is found at the top of polo shirts




Crystal Lake Hawk logo t-shirts/dry fit
ON FRIDAYS ONLY: Any CLE spirit tshirt is permitted (Character Counts!, Safety Patrol/News Crew, CLE Track
shirts, etc)





All shirts must be longer than the top of pants/skirts/shorts
All dresses must have a *collar
Not ever permitted: tube top, tank top, backless tops, tops that have spaghetti straps or halters,
shirts with holes or that are sheer in nature, and any clothing with inappropriate/offensive
language, message(s) or picture(s)
Skirts/Shorts/Pants/Leggings:







Skirts and dresses must be no shorter than 2” above the knee
Shorts and leggings must be no shorter than 4” above the knee and MUST be worn no lower on
the hip
Pants must not be baggy or oversized and the hem of the pant leg must not drag on the ground
Leggings are inclusive of jeggings, yoga pants, active sportswear, and any other outerwear similar
to leggings
Leggings must be paired with a top that is long enough to reach the bottom of the longest
fingertip of the student’s hand
All clothing must be free of rips/tears and wording printed across the backside

Shoes:



The safest shoe for students are rubber-soled and allow for ample traction, like that of a tennis or
running shoe
Not ever permitted: sandals including dress, sport or exercise sandals with open-toe and/or
open-backs, shoes with wheels, tap shoes, shoes with cleats, flip-flops, slippers, crocs, and Velcro
beach sandals with a back strap

Accessories:




Jewelry and clothing that is at risk of getting pulled or tangled will be considered a safety risk and
is NOT permitted
Hats and sunglasses may be worn outside of the building as needed
Students may possess and use their own topical sunscreen without a doctor’s note (must be a US
FDA regulated product). Sunscreen must be self-administered and may not be administer by a
MCSD employee.

Per SB Policy 5511

